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**ABSTRACT**

Background and Objectives: The Persian version of the forgotten joint score-12 (FJS-12) questionnaire with acceptable reliability and validity is used to measure the extent of awareness of the joint and the ability of the patient in forgetting the involved joint. This study aims to evaluate the responsiveness of the Persian version of FJS-12 among Persian-speaking subjects following anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) surgery, total knee arthroplasty (TKA), and total hip arthroplasty (THA).

Methods: Twenty-five candidates for ACL surgery, 54 subjects with TKA, and 33 subjects with THA participated in this study. They filled the FJS-12 and Western Ontario and McMaster Universities osteoarthritis index (WOMAC) questionnaires before the surgery and 7 weeks after surgery as well as after physiotherapy. For analysis, receiving operator characteristic (ROC) method and gamma correlation coefficient were used.

Results: The receiving ROC area under the curve (AUC) for FJS-12 and WOMAC index was 0.77 for both, this meant acceptable value, and minimal clinically important change (MCIC) was 32.45 for FJS-12. Finally, the gamma correlation coefficient of the questionnaire was estimated at an average of 0.5.

Conclusion: The FJS-12 questionnaire has acceptable responsiveness that can be used to evaluate the therapeutic effects in clinical settings.
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Introduction

Total hip and knee arthroplasty are widely used for treating degenerative diseases of the hip and knee joints. According to statistics, 1 million total hip arthroplasty (THA) and total knee arthroplasty (TKA) are performed annually in the US. It is predicted to reach 3.5 million cases annually in 2030 [1]. The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction surgery is one of the standard treatments in the US; annually out of 200,000 ACL injuries, half of them lead to reconstruction [2]. These operations have various complications, including bone cement implantation syndrome, fracture during operation, residual pain, damage to muscular structures and ligaments, and dislocation. These complications affect the surgical outcome, quality of life, and joint function [3].

Joint awareness simply refers to any unwanted perception of a joint. These perceptions include strong sensations, such as pain, or weak sensations, such as mild stiffness, mental dysfunction, and any discomfort. Joint awareness is a negative concept, since healthy joints do not cause awareness in daily life, and are essentially forgotten [4]. Reaching a lack of joint awareness, similar to a healthy joint, is regarded as a post-surgical evaluation test. The ultimate goal is to achieve the stage of forgetting joint following total hip and TKA surgeries as well as ACL reconstruction, in addition to restoring the normal function and sensation of joints to a healthy joint state. This is an aim that is difficult to achieve and requires precise measurement [5].

Clinical instruments to evaluate disorders may not be able to specify the effect of musculoskeletal pains in all aspects of the person’s life. The constraints of clinical tools and identification of the need to engage the patient’s view in examining the treatment outcome led to the development and validation of PROM tools to evaluate the person’s activity and participation [6-8].

Regardless of the type of instrument and scale, an effective assessment of a scale should have three features, validity, reliability, and responsiveness: the scale should be able to find crucial clinical changes [9]. In clinical practice, a tool with good responsiveness should be able to detect changes in the effects of two treatments with different qualities [10]. Responsiveness has two aspects, internal and external responsiveness. The internal means the ability of the tool to identify changes along a specific time interval. External responsiveness refers to the comparison of the changes in a scale with similar changes in a reference scale [11]. The internal responsiveness is calculated through two methods, effect size, and standard response mean. The common method to evaluate external responsiveness is the receiving operator characteristic (ROC) curve [12]. Typically, the responsiveness of minimal clinically important change (MCIC) means the minimum extent of change in the score which is significant by the patient. Knowing MCIC helps the therapist and researchers to understand whether the treatment has progressed towards improvement [10, 13].

The forgotten joint score-12 (FJS-12) questionnaire is a patient-oriented tool developed in two separate versions in 2012 to measure the outcomes in patients under conservative and operative treatments in the knee and
hip regions. This questionnaire measures the extent of joint awareness and the ability of patients to forget the involved leg during daily activities. It indicates the extent of acceptance of the new joint as a normal part of the body in the knee and hip regions during various daily activities [5]. The Persian version of FJS-12 is a reliable and valid tool for those seeking to undergo ACL reconstruction as well as THA [1, 14]. However, currently, the responsiveness of the Persian version of this questionnaire has not been examined so far. Accordingly, the responsiveness of the FJS-12 questionnaire has been evaluated by obtaining the MCIC as a patient-oriented tool to properly identify changes in the health status of patients before and after THA and TKA as well as ACL reconstruction.

Materials and Methods

From May 2022 to November 2022, 112 candidates for THA and TKA as well as ACL reconstruction referred to the orthopedic clinics of, Rasoul-e-Akram and Moheb Mehr hospitals as well as the Nava orthopedic clinic. The diagnosis of the candidate of each surgery was performed by an orthopedic specialist based on radiographic and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images [15, 16]. The inclusion criteria included patients above 18 years of age, with a literacy of high school and above, as well as Persian official language. The exclusion criteria included those who did not answer more than 8 items of the questionnaire, unwillingness to continue participation in the research, and failure to complete the post-operative physiotherapy sessions. The participants filled out the form of written informed consent before participating in the research.

Forgotten joint score-12 (FJS-12)

This questionnaire was translated in 2021 by Sohani et al., and its reliability and validity were examined among patients after ACL reconstruction [14]. This questionnaire was first designed in English for patients with arthritis of hip and knee joints who have undergone joint replacement surgery. This questionnaire includes 12 items measuring the extent of awareness about the joint along various daily activities. The score is obtained between 0-100. The highest possible score indicates the minimum extent of awareness of the operated joint; if more than four responses are lost, the total score cannot be calculable [5].

Western Ontario and McMaster Universities osteoarthritis index (WOMAC)

The patient-oriented questionnaire is the most widely used outcome measure in patients with lower limb arthritis, designed by Bellamy and Buchanan in 1988. It includes 33 items, covering four dimensions, symptoms (5 items), stiffness (2 items), pain (9 items), and daily life functioning (17 items). There are five options for each item, with the best response recorded as ‘never or none’, while the worst response is recorded as ‘very severe or always’. Here, higher scores represent a better status and less pain. The Persian version of this questionnaire has been translated and validated for use in Iran for patients with knee osteoarthritis. Acceptable evidence shows the reliability, validity, and responsiveness of this questionnaire [17].

Method

The present research is an interventional (quasi-experimental) method, while also belonging to methodological studies of diagnostic tests. First, the subjects received and completed WOMAC, FJS-12, and visual analogue scale (VAS) questionnaires one week before surgery. Next, after 8 weeks before surgery and completing the full course of physiotherapy three sessions per week, they completed the previous questionnaires plus the global rating of change (GRC). The GRC is a seven-score criterion, which asks questions about the extent of improvement post-treatment [18]. In this study, the physiotherapy treatment has not been studied as a control, since the focus of this study has been on the responsiveness of a measurement tool, and does not emphasize the effectiveness of the treatment method [9, 19]. Nevertheless, the physiotherapy treatment has been performed according to physiotherapy guidelines following THA and TKA as well as ACL reconstruction, including improvements in the range of motion of the involved joint, increase in the muscle strength and endurance, as well as attempts for full loading on the involved joint.

Statistical analysis

All data were introduced into SPSS software, version 26 and Microsoft Excel, version 2016. The significance level was considered P<0.05. The mean and standard deviation of the continuous quantitative and ranked qualitative variables were measured. Also, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to examine the normality of data distribution. Based on the GRC criterion, the subjects were divided into two groups, improved (I have improved very much and I have improved much),
and unimproved (I have improved slightly, I have not changed, I have got worse slightly, I have got worse much, and I have got worse very much) [12].

Changes in the pre-surgery and post-treatment scores were measured for each criterion. Positive score changes indicate improvement, while negative score changes indicate deterioration [20]. The statistical method of external responsiveness is especially interesting for researchers who focus on responsiveness [11, 20]. The responsiveness in this study is measured using two methods of ROC and correlation between the pre- and post-score changes with the GRC score.

ROC analysis measures the differentiation between the improved and unimproved groups resulting from the GRC criterion based on sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity means finding a clinical change when it exists, while specificity means the ability to find no clinical change when a change is present [10, 12]. The cutoff point has been calculated through several changes in the sensitivity and specificity scores. The sensitivity is drawn on the vertical axis (Y), while specificity-1 is drawn on the horizontal axis (X) for all cutoff points. The area under the curve (AUC) offers some information about the ability of the instrument to identify the improved and unimproved subjects [21, 22]. The accuracy of the AUC based on academic scoring is as follows: 0.90-1.00=excellent, 0.80-0.89=good, 0.70-0.79=average, 0.60-0.69=poor, and 0.00-0.59=fail. An AUC score above 0.70 means suitable responsiveness [23, 24]. The cutoff point close to the top left corner of the AUC is extracted as the highest sensitivity and specificity as the MCIC [25]. MCIC in this study shows whether a proper change in FJS-12 scores has occurred for changes in joint awareness.

The Gamma correlation coefficient has been calculated to measure the relationship between the GRC ranked data and changes in pre/post-treatment scores. A positive score difference is expected to indicate a high improvement score in GRC. Correlation coefficients <0.25, 0.25-0.50, 0.50-0.75, and >0.75 represent no or trivial relationship, weak relationship, average to good relationship, and good to excellent relationship, respectively. A score close to 1 shows that the mentioned instrument can measure changes in health status by GRC [13, 26].

Results

In this study, 25 subjects (22%) with ACL reconstruction, 33 subjects (30%) with THA, and 54 subjects with TKA (48%) participated, respectively. Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of the subjects plus the clinical data. Table 2 presents descriptive statistics, including Means±SD of each questionnaire pre- and post-treatment.

According to GRC classification, 20 subjects chose ‘I have improved very much’ (18%), 36 subjects chose ‘I have improved much’ (32%), 42 subjects chose ‘I have improved slightly’ (38%), 9 subjects chose ‘I have not changed’ (8%), 3 subjects chose ‘I have worsened’ (3%), and 2 subjects chose ‘I have worsened very much’ (2%). Thus, 56 subjects fell in the improved group (50%) and 56 subjects in the unimproved group (50%).

In this study, the AUC of each questionnaire has been calculated with a confidence interval (CI) of 95%. Their AUC for FJS-12, WOMAC, and VAS has been (0.778, 0.693-0.863), (0.779, 0.695-0.863), and (0.851, 0.782-0.921). Table 3 presents the desired cutoff points of each questionnaire as well as the specificity and sensitivity of each point. The gamma correlation coefficient between the pre and post-treatment scores with the GRC criterion for FJS-12 has been calculated at 0.5; according to the utilized references, it is in the average to good correlation range [10].

Discussion

The Persian version of FJS-12 used in this study has suitable reliability and validity regarding psychometric properties [14]. This study was conducted to examine the responsiveness of the FJS-12 questionnaire in patients following hip and knee arthroplasty as well as ACL reconstruction and the course of physiotherapy post-surgery based on the rehabilitation guideline of each surgery. The present research did not use a special surgery group as the sample, since it eliminated the effect of type of surgery on the pre- and post-treatment changes, and given the diversity of the operations, an older age range of subjects participated in this research. Also, no studies were found that collated multi-group information regarding the responsiveness of the hip and knee versions of the FJS-12. In addition, so far studies have mostly calculated responsiveness through internal responsiveness, while the strength of the external responsiveness measures the pre- and post-treatment score changes as the health status criterion [27, 28].
### Table 1. Demographic information and clinical data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic and Clinical Data</th>
<th>Mean±SD/No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>55.76±16.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>166.07±10.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>74.76±10.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>72(64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>40(36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;9</td>
<td>33(29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>32(29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;12</td>
<td>47(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKA</td>
<td>54(48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL</td>
<td>25(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THA</td>
<td>33(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer leg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>53(47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>59(53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side of involved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>61(54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>51(46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of post of intervention (wk)</td>
<td>7.07±1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaving helper device (wk)</td>
<td>3.81±1.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ACL: Anterior cruciate ligament; TKA: Total knee arthroplasty; THA: Total hip arthroplasty; SD: Standard deviation.

### Table 2. Mean±SD of pre and post-surgery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean±SD</th>
<th>Pre-intervention</th>
<th>Post-intervention</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>FJS</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Not improved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36.58±19.67</td>
<td>67.05±15.77</td>
<td>30.47±23.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOMAC</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Not improved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48.07±16.25</td>
<td>67.54±13.10</td>
<td>19.47±17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Not improved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.29±2.26</td>
<td>3.44±1.93</td>
<td>3.85±3.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** WOMAC: Western Ontario and McMaster Universities osteoarthritis index; VAS: Visual analogue scale; FJS: Forgotten joint score.
The results obtained from the Gamma correlation indicated that this relationship between the changes in FJS-12 score and GRC was average with a value of 0.5 in this time frame. Meanwhile, according to the ROC analysis, all of the examined outcomes have acceptable responsiveness. In addition, MCIC with numbers 32.45, 19.67, and 3.5 for Persian FJS-12, WOMAC, and VAS respectively should manifest a proper change in the health status pre- and post-treatment.

The results of correlation analysis between each outcome measure by GRC have been average. Three reasons exist behind the limitation of the GRC criterion, which can deal with the justification of this average association. The first is the transient improvement or aggravation at the time of selecting the GRC score, which can affect the general perception of the patient about their status. Secondly, the GRC criterion may be different with questionnaire items about health status. Finally, it is mentally difficult to decide on the extent of pre- and post-intervention change due to recall bias [29].

The AUC presents the ability of an instrument to differentiate individuals who experienced change (improved) vs. unchanged (unimproved) individuals [21]. The AUC results of all outcome measures with acceptable external responsiveness suggest differentiative power between improved and unimproved subjects. The acceptable AUC of 0.77 was obtained for the Persian FJS-12, similar to the AUC of the Italian version 0.76 [3].

MCIC of the desired cutoff point, obtained from ROC analysis, helps therapists and researchers identify significant changes after treatment. The MCIC obtained for FJS-12 has been 32.45, meaning that to identify improvement seven weeks after surgery, the FJS-12 score should at least change by 32.45. However, the MCIC of the Italian version reached 17.5 six months and one year after THA, and for the English version 16.6 in those with TKA [30]. The difference between these scores of different studies can be due to the different designs of each study.

### Table 3. Level under the curve of FJS-12, WOMAC questionnaires, VAS and gamma correlation coefficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaires</th>
<th>Gamma Coefficient</th>
<th>AUC (95% CI)</th>
<th>Optimal Cutoff Value</th>
<th>Sensitivity (95% CI)</th>
<th>Specificity (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FJS-12</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.778 (0.693-0.863)</td>
<td>32.45</td>
<td>0.71 (0.582-0.826)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.588-0.834)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMAC</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.779 (0.695-0.863)</td>
<td>19.67</td>
<td>0.69 (0.547-0.808)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.532-0.779)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.851 (0.781-0.921)</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.84 (0.797-0.881)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.678-0.749)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: WOMAC: Western Ontario and McMaster Universities osteoarthritis index; VAS: Visual analogue scale; FJS-12: Forgotten joint score-12; CI: Confidence interval.

### Conclusion

The results obtained from both correlation and ROC methods indicated that the Persian version of the FJS-12 and WOMAC questionnaire has acceptable responsiveness as a criterion for measuring the extent of change in subjects following THA, TKA, and ACL reconstruction operations. Also, the value of MCIC can help Persian-speaking therapists and researchers identify proper changes in the health status.

This study had limitations. First, the use of the GRC criterion which can cause recall, though a short-term follow-up period (seven weeks on average in the study) can mitigate this bias [29]. Secondly, in Iranian culture, the extent of physical activity is lower in senior citizens, and item 12 of the questionnaire was unanswered in most subjects. Thirdly, to explore the responsiveness based on pathology, it is suggested to investigate each group independently with a suitable sample size.
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مقاله پژوهشی

پژوهشی قابلیت پاسخگویی نسخه فارسی پرسشنامه Forgotten Joint Score 12

جراحی های ادامه‌تختانی

نیازهای ایل سعادتمندی 1، سهیل منصور سوهانی 2

نیازهای ایل سعادتمندی 1، سهیل منصور سوهانی 2

ناگهانی در فراموش کردن مفصل درگیر داراست. هدف از مطالعه حاضر بررسی قابلیت پاسخگویی نسخه فارسی پرسشنامه Forgotten Joint Score 12 (FJS-12) نسخه انگلیسی پرسشنامه در نتایج جراحی رباط صلیبی قدامی، تعویض مفصل زانو و تعویض مفصل ران بود.

مقدمه

بیماران بعد از جراحی آرتروپلاستی زانو و بازسازی رباط صلیبی قدامی، تعداد زیادی از بیماران در فراموش کردن مفصل درگیر دارند. هدف از مطالعه حاضر بررسی قابلیت پاسخگویی نسخه فارسی پرسشنامه Forgotten Joint Score 12 (FJS-12) نسخه انگلیسی پرسشنامه در نتایج جراحی رباط صلیبی قدامی، تعویض مفصل زانو و تعویض مفصل ران بود.

مواد و روش‌ها

در این مطالعه، 12 بیماری که دارای مفصل بدنی بودند، شامل 7 بیماری که دارای مفصل ران بودند، و سه بیماری که دارای مفصل زانو بودند، در جلسه‌های پرسیدند. هفته‌ها بعد از جراحی و به کارگیری پرسشنامه FJS-12، شرکت نمودند. نتایج آنها با استفاده از روش‌های ROC و MCIC در نظر گرفته شد.

نتایج

نتایج نشان داد که کارایی پاسخگویی پرسشنامه FJS-12 با استفاده از روش‌های ROC و MCIC در نظر گرفته شد. نتایج نشان داد که کارایی پاسخگویی پرسشنامه FJS-12 با استفاده از روش‌های ROC و MCIC در نظر گرفته شد.

کلیدواژه‌ها:
پاسخگویی، تعویض مفصل زانو، تعویض مفصل ران، بازسازی رباط صلیبی قدامی، فیزیوتراپی.